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The domestication of creative software and hardware has been a significant factor in the recent 
proliferation of still and moving image creation. Booming numbers of amateur image-makers have the 
resources, skills and ambitions to create and distribute their work on a mass scale. At the same time, 
contemporary art seems increasingly dominated by ‘post-medium’ practices that adopt and adapt the 
representational techniques of mass culture, rather than overtly reject or oppose them. As a 
consequence of this network of forces, the field of image and video production is no longer the 
exclusive specialty of art and the mass media, and art may no longer be the most prominent watchdog 
of mass image culture. 
 
Intuitively and intentionally, contemporary artists are responding to these shifting conditions. From the 
position of a creative practitioner and researcher, this paper examines the strategies that contemporary 
artists use to engage with the changing relationships between image culture, lived experience and 
artistic practice. By examining the intersections between W.J.T. Mitchell’s detailed understanding of 
visual literacy and Jacques Derrida’s philosophical models of reading and writing, I identify ‘editing’ 
as a broad methodology that describes how practitioners creatively and critically engage with the field 
of still and moving images. My contention is that by emphasising the intersections of looking and 
making, ‘reading’ and ‘writing’, artists provide crucial jump cuts, pauses and distortions in the medley 










We continually hear that today, more than ever, we are surrounded by images. Many 
of us spend the majority of our waking hours connected to computers, staring at 
televisions and fondling smart phones. At work, at home, and even in the transitions 
between, we saturate ourselves in the glow of these illuminated rectangles. For many 
of us, they are our primary sources of news, communication, entertainment and 
labour. The ubiquity of graphical user interfaces across our hardware and software 
means that even our interactions with text and sound have become distinctly visual. 
The ways we receive, reflect on, articulate and share our experiences are increasingly 
graphic. It is such conditions that allow W.J.T. Mitchell (1994, 11) to propose that, 
following Richard Rorty’s ‘linguistic turn’, our array of social, cultural, political and 
philosophical activities are undergoing a ‘pictorial turn’, or in other words, a 
restructuring of knowledge according to images. 
 
We have signs of this shift in global, mass culture, in contemporary art, and perhaps 
most vividly in the twilight of distinctions between the two. In mass culture, the 
‘passive consumer’, so derided by the Left, has been replaced by the ambivalent 
‘prosumer’ with pro-active capacities to download, manipulate and repost dominant 
culture at will. Images are key tools for the prosumer in fashioning Tumblr 
microblogs, uploading Youtube mashups, collaging Facebook identities and 
friendships and in their almost-hieroglyphic texts and Tweets. In contemporary art, 
the omnipresence of the image is either completely obvious or counterintuitive, 
depending on our perspective. One the one hand, of course art is dominated by 
images. Its primary materials and questions often emerge directly from the visual 
realm. On the other hand, however, contemporary art is flush with practices that seem 
to resist images. From Lawrence Weiner to Tino Sehgal, we find artists creating with 
words, ideas, conversations, relationships, environments and experiences. Whether we 
label these ‘conceptual’, ‘post-medium’ or ‘relational’ practices, this essay proposes 
that images, especially moving images, provide models (if not materials) of 
structuring experience and activating meaning in contemporary art. 
 
This paper looks to the structure of images and moving images to understand and 
articulate the creative strategies of contemporary artists and amateur creators. 
Informed by Mitchell’s ‘pictorial turn’, it seems pertinent to look beyond the limits of 
the verbal-visual analogies that have become customary in structural and 
poststructural debates, and instead look to the characteristics of images and moving 
images for ways of understanding and describing the contemporary conditions of 
creative practice. My aim is not to distinguish between art and non-art practices, but 
to identify and describe some broad methodologies that may be applicable to both. 
Following Mitchell’s lead, this paper suggests that the ambiguous and iterative 
qualities of images provide ways to understand how artists and amateurs creatively 
engage with dominant culture. I want to argue that moving images, particularly 
through a broadened understanding of ‘editing’, can provide important models for 
articulating how creative practitioners manipulate the seams between looking and 
making, reading and writing. 
 
I have tried to initiate an analogy between art and moving images in the title of this 
paper. ‘Cutting on action’ refers to a fundamental technique of continuity editing. Its 
premise is fairly simple: it uses the action on screen to smooth over what could 
otherwise be a jarring edit point. Typically ‘cutting on action’ involves matching the 
movement in one shot to the continuation or completion of that same movement in 
another. For example, in Tom Ford’s A Single Man (2009), we see George (Collin 
Firth) lighting two cigarettes as he lies on the floor next to Charley (Julianne Moore). 
As he flicks the lighter open, we cut to a close up showing the lighter opening and 
igniting. Separated out, the two shots are completely different. In the first, we see the 
two characters from the torso up. In the second, we see only George’s hands and the 
lighter. They are shot from different angles, show different things, and were most 
probably shot at different times. Yet, by cutting on action, the movement in the frame 
directs our attention to the activity, and we effectively ‘read out’ the momentary clash 
of the edit point. 
 
I want to argue that contemporary artists not only employ similar formal techniques in 
their work, but that they also purposely manage and manipulate seamlessness as a 
conceptual strategy. Two recent video or ‘filmic’ artworks exemplify this, and 
although this paper is not a detailed analysis of these works, they serve as important 
reference points for my purposes. Douglas Gordon and Philippe Parreno’s Zidane: A 
21st Century Portrait (2006) and Christian Marclay’s The Clock (2010) mime the 
editing conventions of mainstream film to bring us into close proximity with 
cinematic viewing experiences. Zidane follows the French footballer Zinedine Zidane 
over the course of a match. Regardless of the ball’s location on the pitch, the work 
intercuts between 17 cameras, in real time, to provide a poignant portrait of the player 
wavering between action and inaction. The Clock is a 24-hour montage of film 
fragments representing the passage of time. It sequences appropriated film fragments, 
often displaying clocks and watches in the frame, to create a ‘real time’ functioning 
clock. Yet, despite this severe structural imposition, it also seems to allude to the 
presence of an underlying cinematic narrative. 
 
The degree to which these and other works actively and deliberately absorb into 
cinematic form, points to one potential of ‘cutting on action’ as a conceptual strategy. 
That is, by mimicking the conventions of our dominant visual systems, these works 
operate through, rather than in opposition to, popular culture. They allow us to ‘read 
out’ the clash or opposition of art to mainstream media. Hence, ‘cutting on action’, 
evokes a second analogy for contemporary art practice – to ‘cut in on the action’. I’d 
like to propose that by resisting direct opposition to mass culture, artists are able to 
insert their work, more or less seamlessly, into it. Rather than repeat modernist 
models of opposition and rupture, or postmodern parodies and pastiches, 
contemporary artists are able to cut in on the action of dominant culture. By doing so, 
they reconfigure and interfere with prevailing ways of seeing and making sense at the 
site of their greatest influence. 
 
I want to unpack the creative and critical potentials of these strategies by examining 
the characteristics of images and moving images. The problem is that when we ‘turn’ 
to images we seem to encounter unavoidable allusions to language. If structuralism 
and poststucturalism have taught us anything, it is that representation is structured like 
a language. We know now that material images (actual pictures, photographs, 
paintings, posters etc.), as well as broader social and cognitive ones (‘mental pictures’ 
of gender, race, sexuality and so on) are not ‘natural’. Rather, we create and 
perpetuate them through the evolving codes and conventions of our shared symbolic 
systems. While this theoretical insight has been invaluable in opening up images and 
their meanings to the complexities of social, cultural and political forces, its limits are 
perhaps becoming more visible through the ever-increasing prevalence and potency of 
images. In other words, theoretical analogies between representation and language 
have not demystified the efficacy of images. Instead, with our experiences becoming 
increasingly mediated through visual activities (apropos our ubiquitous ‘cut and 
paste’ GUI lives) – with knowledge itself becoming structured according to images – 
the problem is not how to demystify and reject the potency of images, but how to 
manage and manipulate images as ways of knowing, experiencing and 
communicating. 
 
In response to this shift, contemporary artists are operating through creative and 
critical strategies that no longer rely on models of opposition or parody. Indeed, 
Zidane, The Clock and many other examples of contemporary art appear to 
strategically manage seamlessness as a way to enable more subtle forms of 
interference. Following Mitchell’s (2005, 9) call to resist repeating hermeneutic and 
semiotic arguments, and instead to read through the methods of images, it is pertinent, 
then, to look towards models of seamlessness in visual culture. One obvious place to 
start is film editing. 
 
Predictably, the problem when we turn to film theory for an understanding of 
seamlessness in continuity editing is that we again encounter the limits of visual-
verbal analogies. We can see this most directly in Christian Metz’s (1974) attempts to 
apply Ferdinand de Saussure’s linguistic categories to filmic meaning. In seeking out 
the consistencies between film and semiotics, he reworked linguistic divisions such as 
langue and parole, and encountered a range of incongruities. Undeterred, Metz 
proposed that although filmic meaning did not strictly adhere to the linguistic model, 
its intertwining with the symbolic procedures of narrative and the ‘denotative’ 
qualities of the film image, enabled it to function like a semiotic system, or to be more 
precise, “as a language without a system” (Metz 1974, 65).  
 
Everything is present in film: hence the obviousness of film, and hence also its 
opacity. […] A film is difficult to explain because it is easy to understand.  
The image impresses itself upon us, blocking everything that it is not. (Metz 
1974, 69) 
 
The issue with Metz’s proposition is that it relies on a particular understanding of the 
film image as denotative, as a kind of direct, unambiguous and self-articulating 
signifying unit. While Metz’s argument has been revised and critiqued, much film 
theory still follows this troubling trajectory with its reliance on the ‘self-presence’ of 
the image: film appears to operate like a language because the images communicate 
so clearly; editing services images like syntax, but due to the obviousness of images, 
there is no need or capacity for a universal code. Editing conventions like ‘cutting on 
action’ preference the invisibility of the cut so as to ensure the lucidness of the image. 
The invisibility of the cut is not really worth discussing since it is practically 
imperceptible, immaterial, and secondary to the image. I would like to propose a 
different route and suggest that it is because of the ambiguity, not the obviousness of 
images that film communicates so effectively and seductively. Furthermore, this is 
what contemporary artists actively manipulate when they ‘cut on action’. 
 
In taking up the challenge of rethinking filmic meaning, Laura Oswald (1994) 
proposes the idea of ‘cinema-graphia’ as a critical and creative possibility for film 
theory and practice. Drawing on Jacques Derrida’s philosophical interrogations of 
Saussurian linguistics, Oswald essentially shifts the debate from Metz’s image-as-
speech model, to understanding editing as a form of writing. She suggests that in the 
various ways they call attention to the constructed or ‘written’ characteristics of film, 
‘cinema-graphic’ principles can be recognised in the works of Sergei Eisenstein, Jean-
Luc Godard, Marguerite Duras and Andrei Tarkovsky (Oswald 1994, 261). As these 
examples may suggest, for Oswald, ‘cinema-graphia’ presents the possibility of filmic 
meaning articulated through the fissures and disjunctions of montage editing. These 
montage practices revel in the ‘non-site’ of the splice. 
 
The notion of cinema-graphia locates the question of cinema in the spaces 
between the terms of the enunciation, with those traces of non-presence 
variously called the splice, the cut, or the frame […] (Oswald 1994, 261) 
 
Rather than revert to the obviousness or self-presence of the image, Oswald thus 
suggests that film editing can enable meaning to be constructed through absence and 
non-presence. In actively contesting film’s dominant models of seamlessness, cinema-
graphic practices preference the non-site of editing; the ‘invisibility’ of film editing is 
deliberately opened up to the play of meaning through processes of discordance and 
difference. In many ways then, we can understand Oswald’s model as an extension of 
Derrida’s (1997) broader challenge to the priority of presence running through the 
theories and practices of representation in Western thought. Struck by the implicit 
metaphysical assumptions of a unified, self-present relationship between speech and 
thought, Derrida (1997, 27-73) argued against the supposed coherence of Saussure’s 
distinctions. Instead of situating writing as a secondary practice to speech, he 
proposed grammatology as a broad model of inscription that actively engages with the 
processes of spacing, delay, deferral and difference. Oswald’s cinema-graphia is the 
correspondence of grammatology to film practice. 
 
This shift towards a model of film-as-writing, rather than film-as-speech, is important 
for understanding ‘cutting on action’ as a creative strategy. While on the surface we 
are still working with an analogy between images and language, importantly, 
grammatology provides an understanding of language as a distinctly visual practice. 
Rather than a secondary, less pure version of oral language, it emphasises the extent 
to which all writing is essentially hieroglyphic, pictorial and graphic. Hence, 
Derrida’s model provides us with forms of both ‘reading’ and ‘writing’, in their 
broadest possible applications, that stress the impure, multi-media and contingent 
characteristics of symbolic activity. In many ways then, what Derrida advocates are 
new modes of literacy that prompt us to read and write in the gaps, splices and edit 
points of symbolic assemblages. Montage practices that preference discontinuity may 
appear to make the operations of spacing more obvious, but grammatology also 
allows us to envisage how seamless strategies have the potential to activate the non-
site of editing in more subtle and nuanced ways. Artworks like Zidane and The Clock 
cut on action so that we experience the seams between multiple viewing modalities. 
They combine familiar cinematic strategies with non-cinematic ideas, formats and 
structures. In Zidane, portraiture fuses with the spectacles of cinema and sport. In The 
Clock, cinematic temporality bends to linear clock time. By amalgamating multiple 
viewing modes, these works encourage us to ‘read’ and ‘write’ through the numerous, 
composite and impure lenses of visual culture. They call attention to the processes of 
looking and therefore to the often-unacknowledged operations of visual literacy. 
 
There is one final ‘turn’ to images that helps us more fully understand the importance 
of these ‘composite’ (perhaps ‘transdisciplinary’) creative practices. In many ways, 
what these and other artists manipulate is the extent to which images and moving 
images function as simultaneously powerful and powerless; a condition Mitchell 
(2005, 7) calls a “double consciousness”. The danger in Oswald’s model is that the 
non-site of editing seems to allow for destabilisation precisely because of the apparent 
potency of the image. It is the jump cut’s clash of pictorial counter forces that 
indicates how non-presence and non-identification structure meaning. Rather than 
yielding to the assumption of pictorial potency, Mitchell (2005, 34) suggests that the 
forcefulness of images might, in fact, be a corollary of their implicit impotency. He 
argues that the self-presence of images is such a strong and enduring illusion precisely 
because of what images lack. We project meaning and attach power to images 
precisely because of their proclivity to incompleteness, fleetingness, repetition, 
citation and fragmentation. This is another way to say that images are already edited, 
and as such, they are articulated as much through absence and misconnection, as 
presence and connection. Like the supposed ‘obviousness’ of filmic meaning, the 
image’s claims to self-presence and immediacy are false impressions prompted by our 
compulsions to fill in the gaps. Our fascinations with images result from their 
‘magical’ resistance to discursive resolution and absolute translation that result from 
their status as already edited, as inherently partial, impure and fragmented (Mitchell 
2005, 30-36). 
 
In this ‘turn’ towards pictures, Mitchell deliberately applies Lacanian psychoanalytic 
terms to the examination of pictorial meaning. By doing so, he incites an analogy 
between images and desire, and asks us to consider the slightly odd question: “What 
do pictures want?” (2005) To treat images as if they could want something is to re-
imagine them like us, driven by incomplete thoughts, unfulfilled wishes, 
unpredictable impulses, self-perpetuating habits, misconstrued motivations and 
varying levels of agency. To think of images in these ways helps us understand their 
contradictory status as simultaneously potent and impotent, meaningful and 
meaningless, profound and banal. It also, therefore, helps us more thoroughly 
question and engage with the contemporary conditions of visual culture. 
 
Whereas models of spectatorship may have once been dominated by reverence and 
passivity, today the ‘prosumer’ occupies simultaneous roles of viewer-maker, reader-
writer. Notions of the image as sacred and self-contained are being eroded by the 
every-expanding array of images and videos made and remade, posted and reposted, 
in the new public forums of creativity and critique. These pro-active attitudes to re-
edit visual culture demonstrate the tendencies of images to self-propagate, multiply 
and take on “lives and desires of their own” (Mitchell 2005, 11). 
 
Contemporary artworks like Zidane and The Clock resist closing off the ‘lives’ of 
images to narrative resolution, discipline purity or oppositional critique. Images are 
not simply the materials of these works; they are also the models through which they 
emphasise speculative and provisional modes of knowledge and understanding. What 
these and other contemporary artworks ‘lack’ is discursive closure. These works 
absorb into cinematic and other visual forms to bring us into proximity with popular 
viewing modalities. By emphasising the multiplicity and composite constructions of 
these viewing experiences, they deliberately deny conventional climaxes and 
conclusions. By doing so, they highlight the ways that our experiences are structured 
by, through and like images – that is, as conditioned through operations of spacing, 
deferral, multiplicity and lack. 
 
We use images to help us comprehend our lives, and in turn, they appear to take on 
lives of their own. The relationship is reciprocal and self-perpetuating. ‘Cutting on 
action’ may be one analogy, a double-analogy, that helps us understand the ways that 
contemporary art practices interfere at the seams between subjectivity and visual 
culture. Instead of rehearsing models of opposition and parody, contemporary artists 
are subtly interfering in the fuzzy zones between potency and impotency. By holding 
these forces in tension, they are opening up the seams of dominant culture to 
unsecured, unsanctioned and unpredictable plays of meaning. If they are at once 
compelling and troubling it is because they remind us of ourselves. Editing, as an 
umbrella term for various methods of managing such seams, is a crucial strategy for 
contemporary creative practice and critical thought. Editing is both the method and 
the site/non-site through which we might come to more fully grapple with the 
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